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Abstract: A coupled discrete-continuum simulation incorporating a 3D aspect and non-circular particles was performed to
analyze soil-pile interactions during pile penetration in sand. A self-developed non-circular particle numerical simulation program
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Contact forces at the interface between the two zones were obtained from a discrete zone and applied to the continuum boundaries
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show that the coupled discrete-continuum simulation can give a microscopic description of the pile penetration process without
losing the discrete nature of the zone concerned, and may significantly improve computational efficiency.
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1 Introduction
As the foundation design for controlling the settlement of piles is gradually accepted by the academic
and engineering fields, it is important to estimate the
variation in pile resistance with deformation during
pile penetration.
Studies on pile penetration have been conducted
using several methods: (1) Theoretical analyzes including the bearing capacity theory (Terzaghi, 1943;
Durgunoglu and Mitchell, 1975) and cavity expansion
methods (Salgado and Mitchell, 1997; Yu, 2000); (2)
Experiments including model tests (Yasufuku and
‡
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Hyde, 1995; Lehane and Gavin, 2001; Paik and
Salgado, 2004) and centrifuge tests (Phillips and
Valsangkar, 1987; Bolton and Gui, 1993); (3) Numerical analyses including strain path methods
(Baligh, 1985) and finite element methods (Yu et al.,
2000; Huang et al., 2004). However, progress in developing rigorous methods to analyze penetration in
sand has been extremely slow due to the dilatant
characteristics of sand during shear. Numerical
methods may provide a better understanding of the
penetration process.
Currently, numerical studies focus mainly on the
macroscopic viewpoint of the penetration. Most
models of granular materials are based mainly on a
continuum assumption, which is used in the small
strain theory (De Borst and Vermeer, 1984) or finite
deformation theories (Kiousis et al., 1988; Van den
Berg et al., 1996). However, the pile penetration
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mechanism is still not very clear. An alternative tool
for studying the penetration mechanism is the discrete
element method (DEM) developed by Cundall and
Strack (1979), based on discrete mechanics. This
numerical analysis technique is very convenient for
treating the granular material as a composition of
discrete particles and provides a realistic description
of granular material on a micro-scale. This has proved
to be useful for simulating macroscopic parameters
derived from discrete simulation (Masson and Martinez, 2000) and for numerical penetration tests (Tanaka et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2006; Lobo-Guerrero
and Vallejo, 2007). This discrete approach involving a
large number of regular particles is logical and rational but computationally prohibitive and timeconsuming. Hence, it is impossible to carry out a
discrete simulation containing large numbers of
particles.
A coupling method which may address this
problem was presented by Felippa and Park (1980)
and Park and Felippa (1983), and has been developed
rapidly in recent years. Our research group has presented a 2D coupled micro-macro method, which
could reduce particle numbers without losing the
granular properties of the zone concerned (Jin and
Zhou, 2010). Nevertheless, a more realistic modeling
is needed which takes account of the properties of real
granular materials, i.e., their 3D aspects and the particles’ shape. In this paper, a coupled micro-macro 3D
simulation of pile penetration in pure sand is carried
out to gain new insights into the behavior of the pile
penetration process.

2 Preparation for the micro-macro scale
coupled simulation
2.1 Discrete and continuum simulation
The discrete simulation based on the DEM can
keep track of the motion of individual particles and
update any contact with neighboring elements. The
code used in this work was PFC3D (Itasca, 2005)
which is a recent version of the program BALL developed by Cundall and Strack (1979). In PFC3D, the
particles are assumed to be rigid and particle/particle
or particle/wall contact involving contact force and
relative displacement is taken into account by allowing them to interpenetrate each other. Also, particle
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motion resulting from any unbalanced force is determined by the application of Newton’s second law.
The continuum simulation here is performed by
the FLAC3D program (Itasca, 2002). As there are few
plastic deformation forces in this zone, and their influences on the DEM domain are insignificant (Guo,
2010), a linear elastic model type was chosen to
simulate the behavior of granular material far away
from the pile, with two macro mechanical parameters:
Young’s modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio . The use of
the continuum simulation far away from the impacted
area represents a way to minimize the computational
constraint since severe degradation phenomena are
localized right in the vicinity of the impact.
2.2 Coupling method based on contact between
particles and elements
In this study, the DEM is used in the focus domain on a micro-scale, and the finite difference
method is used in the surrounding zone on a
macro-scale. The contact forces at the boundary follow the principles defined in the DEM. In the continuum elements, the velocities at the contact points
are related to the nodal velocities by interpolation,
and the contact forces contribute to the nodal forces
through weighted values. The coupling is approached
using the socket connection of the FLAC and PFC
programs.
2.2.1 Contact between the elements and the particles
Coupling is achieved by the exchange of contact
forces and velocities between the elements and the
particles at the boundary. When individual contact is
considered, the contact between the element and the
particle can be described by the contact point xi[C] at
the contact surface, which can be defined by the unit
normal vector ni. ni is defined along the straight line
which is the shortest distance from the particle’s centre to the element at the interface. The contact force
can be resolved into two rectangular components: the
component of normal vector and the component of
tangential vector. The relative displacements of the
normal and tangential vectors can be related to the
components of contact force by the normal and tangential contact stiffnesses (Fig. 1)
The unit normal vector ni at the interface is in the
direction of the interior normal. The position of the
contact point can be obtained from
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Fig. 1 Contact geometry between a particle and a continuum element
The superscriptions C, B, and E represent contact, ball and
element, respectively

xi[C]  xi[B]  ( Ri[B]  ( Ri[B]  d ) / 2)ni ,

(1)

where d is the distance from the particle’s centre xi[B]
to the interface, and Ri[B] is the diameter of the particle.
The contact force at the interface can be resolved
into two rectangular components: the component of
the normal vector and the component of the tangential
vector:
Fi[C]=Fni[C]+Fsi[C],
[C]

0, if 2 indices coincide;

eijk   1, if i, j, k permute like 1, 2, 3;
1, otherwise.


(5)

Since the overlap between the particles and
elements is small, the velocities in continuum elements at the contact points are obtained by interpolating into the neighboring nodal velocities with the
type function:

j
xi[C]
,E   N j xi ,E ,
Ni  (1   0 )(1  0 ) / 4, i  1,2,3,4,

(6)

(7)

(2)
j

[C]

where Fni is in the normal direction, and Fsi is in
the tangential direction.
The component of normal vector Fni[C] can be
calculated by
Fn[C]
 K nU n ni ,
i

(4)

(3)

where Un is the contact overlap, Un=Ri[B]d; and Kn is
the normal contact stiffness, which can be evaluated
by the contact stiffness model.
The tangential contact forces can be expressed
by incrementation. When the contacts come into being, the total tangential contact force is initialized as
zero, and then the incrementation of the tangential
elastic contact forces can be evaluated by the tangential relative displacement. The motion of the contacts
can be considered by monitoring the updating of the
normal vector ni and the position of contacts xi[C] in
each time step. The relative contact velocity at inter-

where xi ,E is the nodal velocity of element j, Ni is the
type function, and ξ0=ξiξ, η0=ηiη, ξi and ηi are the
local coordinates of nodes.
In the 3D model, the interface of the 8-node
hexahedral elements is equivalent to a 4-node plane
element incorporating three degrees of freedom per
node. The velocity of the contact points is obtained by
interpolating into the nodal velocity, and the contact
forces contribute to the nodal forces through a weight
value (Fig. 2).
The contact displacement incrementation per
time step is given by
Δxni[C]=ViΔt,

(8)

where Δt is the time step.
The contact displacement incrementation at a
contact point can be resolved into two rectangular
components: the component of normal vector Δxni[C]
and the component of tangential vector Δxsi[C]:
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where Fi[B] and Mi[C] are the superposition of contact
forces and the moment of contact forces respectively,
on contacted particles; xj[C] is the coordinates of the
contact point, and xj[B] is the centre of the contacted
particle.
In the continuum element at the interface, contact forces contribute to the nodal forces through a
weight value, and the total contact force is updated by

7 (x7, y7, z7)
8 (x8, y8, z8)
4 (x4, y4, z4)

3 (x3, y3, z3)

6 (x6, y6, z6)
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E, j 
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E, j 

 Fi[C] K j ,

(13)

where Fi[E,j] is the nodal force of node j in the continuum element at the interface, and Kj, the weight
value, is a type function, denoted by Nj.
Due to the small overlap of particles and continuum elements, the influence of the force moment
on elements M  Fsi  U n / 2 caused by the tangenC

Fig. 2 Particles and elements at the contact interface
[C]
xn[C]
i  xi ni ,

(9)
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The incrementation of the elastic tangential
contact force in each time step Δt is expressed as
Fs[C]
 k s xs[C]
i
i ,

(10)

where ks is the tangential contact stiffness.
The new tangential contact force component is
given by the superposition of the incrementation of
the elastic tangential contact force and the tangential
contact force component:
Fs[C]
 Fs[C]
 Fs[C]
  Fn[C]
i
i
i
i ,

(11)

where μ is the friction coefficient.
By Eqs. (3) and (11), the resultant force and resultant moment on contacted particles can be
obtained:
Fi   Fi   Fi[C] ,
B

B



M i   M i   eijk xj   xj
B

B

C

B

F

[C]
k

,

(12)

tial contact force is not taken into account.
The contact relationship between the particles
and the elements, by which the contact forces and the
new positions of particles and nodes can be obtained,
is useful for the whole interface of the discrete and
continuum domain.
2.2.2 Framework of the coupling simulation
In 3D simulation, 8-noded hexahedral elements
are incorporated in continuum simulation and particles are used in discrete simulation. Translation motion in continuum and discrete elements can be expressed as
Fi   FC  R i  mxi ,

(14)

C

and the rotational motion in discrete elements is
M 3   rc  Fc  K i  I  3 ,

(15)

c

where Fi is the total external forces; Fc the contact
forces; rc the direction vector pointing to the particle’s
centre; m the mass; xi the displacement; M3 the total
force moment; I the particle’s moment of inertia; ω3
the particle’s angular velocity; and Ri and Ki are the
external force and the moment of external force,
respectively.
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The explicit central differencing scheme is used
to solve the equations of motion in discrete and continuum elements:
Fi t
t ,
m
Mt
 3 t.
I

xtt t / 2  xtt t / 2 



t t / 2
3



t t / 2
3

(16)

The displacement in the time t+Δt is expressed
as
xit t  xit  xit t / 2 t.

(17)

Within each time step, the contact force at the
interface between the two domains is updated and then
applied back to the two domains. The velocity and
relative displacement are evaluated using the motion
equation. When the next time step starts, the position of
the particles and elements at the interface will firstly be
updated through the previous calculation, then the
contacts at the interface will be recalculated and distributed back to the two domains before a new round of
calculation begins in that time step.
The forces on the particles at the interface contain
particle/particle contact forces, external forces, and the
particle/interface contact forces. Nodal forces on the
elements at the interface contain interior forces caused
by the deformation of elements, external forces, and
contact forces with particles. The framework of the
coupling simulation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The calculation of contacts at the interface will be added to the
discrete and continuum coupling simulation.

2.2.3 Achievement of the coupling procedure
The FLAC and PFC programs are explored by
Itasca. Both programs have a parallel configuration
and socket, which can be further developed. In the
coupling simulation, the time steps in FLAC and PFC
should keep in step with each other. The use of the
socket I/O (input/output) functions may open up the
possibility of exchanging data for coupling. At the
beginning of each time step, the information on particles and elements at the interface is collected and
exchanged using socket functions. The procedures of
the coupling simulation are as follows:
(1) Build and initialize the whole model with
FLAC code, and then obtain the initial boundary
stress in PFC domain;
(2) Generalize the particle flow code model with
PFC code, and apply the initial boundary stress obtained in the first step to the boundary of the particle
flow code model, then cycle to balance;
(3) Delete the elements of FLAC in PFC domain,
open the socket I/O functions as the serve and the
client to communicate;
(4) Apply forces to both domains, and cycle to
the next time step;
(5) Transport the nodal velocities at the interfaces obtained in FLAC domain to PFC domain with
the use of the socket I/O functions;
(6) Obtain the contact forces at interfaces obeying the contact-displacement law, apply contact forces
to the particles at interfaces in PFC domain, and
convert contact forces to nodal forces which will be
applied to elements in FLAC domain;
(7) Cycle the PFC and FLAC model to next time
step, back to the fifth step.
Motion equation

Force-displacement law
for contact

Update contact

Update nodal forces at
interface

Contact force

Update node velocity, displacement

Contacts at
interface
Update stress

Update particle
position
Motion law for
contact

Contact-displacement relationship at interface

Update particle/element contacts at interface

Constitutive
relation

Update node position at
interface

Fig. 3 Flowchart of discrete-continuum coupling calculation
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2.3 Self-developed non-circular particle numerical model in discrete simulation

Only circular particles are considered by PFC,
but this is not in accordance with the actual shape of
sand particles. Considering the limitations of circular
particle simulation, our research group has developed
an elliptical particle element by using the clump logic
in particle flow code (Shi et al., 2008).
In this method, a number of particles can join
together as a group of single particles and an arbitrary
shape for the group can be constructed by the formation of aggregates (Fig. 4). The particles can either
overlaping or not. In the algorithm, we focus on the
contacts between groups regardless of the contacts
and forces between particles within the groups. As the
joint particles group cannot be broken, it is helpful for
improving computational efficiency when using the
non-circular particle numerical simulation.
To be completely compatible with the porosity of
the stress field to the initial state, two basic principles
for the conversion from circular to non-circular particles should be obeyed: (1) volume equivalent; (2)
mass equivalent.
After several numerical experiments, the results
show that two particles could be contacted perfectly
provided 1A/B2, where A and B mean major axis
and minor axis of the elliptical clump particle, respectively (Fig. 4). In this study, A/B is taken to be
1.5.

R

Volume equivalent

Ra

particles were obtained from the numerical triaxial
compression test. The procedures were as follows:
(1) Adopt a numerical sample as a triaxial test
specimen, surrounded by upper and lower flat walls
and a cylindrical wall. The non-circlular particles were
randomly generated in the cylindrical region (Fig. 5);
(2) Specify the initial porosity by expanding the
diameter of the particle;
(3) Set certain microscopic parameters, cycle to
initial state of the numerical sample;
(4) Apply triaxial confining pressure using
servo-control system;
(5) Apply axial displacement till failure;
(6) Repeat steps (4) and (5) to change the confining pressure.
During the simulation of numerical triaxial test,
the microscopic parameters of the test specimen should
be adjusted to approach the actual lab test results. After
several tests, a more ideal combination of microscopic
parameters may be obtained. The radii of the particles
ranged from 1.5 to 2.0 mm. The values of the solid
density ρs, the porosity e, the particle/particle contact
stiffness kn for the normal direction and ks for the shear
direction, the particle/particle friction coefficient fc,
and the particle/element friction coefficient fb are
shown in Table 1.
By using a discrete particle simulation of a triaxial compression test, the macro-parameters of the
granular material adopted in the continuum model
can be obtained from knowledge of the particle
properties and the microscopic distribution of particles (Table 2).

Rb

··
·

B

O1 O O2

Mass equivalent
A

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Circular particle transformed into an elliptical
clump particle
(a) Circular particle; (b) Elliptical particle

3 Simulation of pile penetration
3.1 Determination of micro and macro parameters

In our discrete zone, particles are generated as
non-circular with uniform distribution while taking
account of their shape. The microscopic parameters of

Fig. 5 Triaxial test specimen
Table 1 Values of microscopic parameters of numerical
samples
Parameter
ρs (kg/m3 )
e
kn (N/m)

Value
2650
0.36
1×107

Parameter
kn/ks
fc
fb

Value
8
0.7
1.0
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Table 2 Values of macroscopic parameters of numerical
samples
Parameter
ρd ( kg/m3 )
E (MPa)



Value
1630
44.3
0.3

Parameter
G (MPa)
K (MPa)

Value
36.92
17.04

continuous zones is divided into segments. These
segments are treated as velocity boundaries in
PFC3D, while in FLAC3D mean stresses are applied
to such segments corresponding to FLAC’s grid sides.
Zero velocity boundaries during penetration are applied to the surrounding and bottom sides of the continuous brick.

Fig. 6 compares the results from numerical and
lab tests. The macroscopic parameters of the sample
obtained from the numerical triaxial compression test
are close to the lab test results and the set of microscopic parameters is suitable.

Fig. 7 Continuum and discrete models
(a) One-half continuous zone depicted by FLAC3D; (b) Discontinuous zone simulated as a set of particles

4 Numerical validation and results analysis
Fig. 6 Comparison between the PFC and lab tests

3.2 Numerical procedure

Due to the 10g-level employed in the centrifuge
test (Guo, 2010), the numerical model is 10 times
larger than the centrifuge model. The coupling model
has dimensions of 625 cm×625 cm×900 cm, and is
filled with 26 700 non-circular particles and 21 280
eight-node hexahedral elements (Fig. 7). The pile is
simulated as stiff walls with a constant velocity in
PFC3D domain, and the length and diameter of the
pile are 400 and 25 cm, respectively. The geometry of
the discrete model is cylindrical with 3.5 times the
diameter and 1.8 times the length of the pile. The pile
penetration depth (S/D) increment is normalized as
10% of the pile diameter for each penetration step,
with a constant penetration velocity, i.e., ΔS/D=0.1.
The numerical pile penetration procedure consists of pushing a pile into the discrete zone with a
constant penetration velocity, and calculating the
linear elastic zone away from the pile, while interchanging unbalanced wall forces in PFC3D and grid
node velocities in FLAC3D using the socket I/O
functions. The interface between the discrete and

4.1 Numerical simulations validation

Compared with the simulation using particle
flow code, the coupled simulation reduced the particle
numbers and significantly improved computational
efficiency. Table 3 shows a comparison of computational efficiency between the coupled simulation and
the particle flow code simulation.
Table 3 Comparison of computational efficiency
Parameter
Particle number
Grid
Time step (s)
Time (d)

Coupled
simulation
26 700
21 280
5107
22

Particle flow
code simulation
61 000
–
5107
55

Pile tip resistance obtained by the coupled
simulation tends to reach a limit as the normalized
S/D approaches 0.7, and then increases slightly with
S/D (Fig. 8), corresponding better to the previous
results from centrifuge tests (Guo, 2010).
This consistency verifies the correctness of the
coupled numerical simulation of pile penetration from
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a macroscopic view, and proves that the coupled
simulation may explain the macro-micro mechanism
of soil variation around the pile tip during penetration
in qualitative analysis.

4.3 Numerical analysis on micro-scale

4.2 Vertical stresses in the zone governed by the
continuum model

Pure sand close to the pile tip exhibits nonlinear
properties. It is convenient to simulate penetration in
this zone by using the DEM which provides a microscopic perspective of the mechanism of sand
variation with pile penetration.
To show if the coupled method and the particle
flow code method can produce very similar results,
the particle/particle and particle/pile contact forces at
the pile tip were analyzed and compared. The trends
shown by the variation in the particle contact forces
obtained by the coupled method agree with those
shown by the particle flow code simulation (Fig. 10).
The maximum contact forces exist in close proximity
to the pile tip and then decrease quickly away from
the tip. It is obvious that the particle/particle and
particle/pile contact forces develop with increasing
penetration depth and slow down when the pile tip
resistance reaches a limit.

Normalized pile penetration depth

In the coupled simulation, the vertical stress
fields in the continuous zone show variation with
different penetration depths (Fig. 9). Corresponding
to the increase in penetration depth, the vertical stress
field zone develops gradually, and tends to reach a
steady state as the pile tip resistance reaches a limit
when the penetration depth is approximately 0.7 times
the diameter of pile.

0.0

0

500

Pile tip resistance (kPa)
1000 1500 2000 2500

3000

0.1
0.2
0.3

Coupled simulation

0.4
0.5
0.6

Centrifuge test

4.3.1 Particle/particle and particle/pile contact forces
at the pile tip

4.3.2 Distribution of sand porosity around the pile

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Fig. 8 Pile tip resistance along with pile penetration
depth

As discussed above, the pile tip resistance reaches
a limit when the normalized penetration depth equals
0.7 times the pile diameter. The porosity of sand near
the pile was analyzed as S/D=0.3 and 0.7, then compared with the results in particle flow code simulation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9 Vertical stress fields in the continuous zone during penetration (unit: Pa)
(a) S/D=0.1; (b) S/D=0.5; (c) S/D=0.7; (d) S/D=1.0
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Fig. 11 presents the distributions of sand porosities obtained by the coupled method and particle flow
code method at different penetration depths. Note that
the distributions of sand porosities are similar in both
methods at the same normalized penetration depth.
During the penetration process, a high density core
forms beneath the pile footing. Degradation phenomena are localized where the sand exerts an impact
on the pile, sand porosity decreases and the sand becomes compacted from a microscopic viewpoint.
Above the pile tip, a shear zone can be found because
of the slide between the pile and the sand caused by
frictional resistance, sand porosity increases and then
dilatancy occurs. The main features of the sand porosity are consistent with those observed in particle
flow code simulation.

Maximum=7.430e+004
S/D=0.2

Maximum=1.174e+005
S/D=0.7

Maximum=1.350e+005
S/D=1.0

4.3.3 Traced representative particles
A coupled simulation has proved to be feasible,
from which the results obtained on a micro-scale are in
agreement with those from particle flow code simulation. For further analysis of the mechanism of pile
penetration, the displacements of four representative
particles in coupled simulation were traced (Fig. 12).
Particles 1 and 2 are located in the pile’s vertical
central axis, and the vertical distance between the
two is equal to the diameter of the pile. Particles 1, 3
and 4 are chosen at the same horizontal level, from
which the vertical distance to the bottom of the pile is
one-half the diameter of the pile, the same as the
horizontal distance between the neighboring particles.
Fig. 12 shows the variations in the displacement of

Maximum=9.190e+004 Maximum=1.046e+005 Maximum=1.074e+005
S/D=0.2
S/D=0.7
S/D=1.0

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Comparison of variations in contact forces with S/D between the coupled simulation (a) and particle flow
code simulation (b) (unit: N)

Porosity

S/D=0.3

S/D=0.7

(a)

Porosity

Porosity

S/D=0.3

Porosity

S/D=0.7

(b)

Fig. 11 Comparison of the porosity of sand between the coupled simulation (a) and particle flow code simulation (b)
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the four traced particles in the X-direction and the
Z-direction.
In Figs. 13a and 13b, Particles 1, 3 and 4 are
chosen at the same horizontal level. In the horizontal

Fig. 12 Locations of traced particles below the pile
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direction, Particles 3 and 4 move sidewards, and the
displacement of Particle 3 is much larger than that of
Particle 4. Particle 1 remains nearly unmoved. In the
vertical direction, Particles 1 and 3 move downwards,
and the displacement of Particle 1 is much larger than
that of Particle 3. Particle 4 remains unmoved.
Comparing Figs. 13c and 13d, where Particles 1
and 2 are located at the same vertical plane, both
remain nearly unmoved in the horizontal direction,
but move downward in the vertical direction, and the
vertical displacement of Particles 1 is much larger
than that of Particles 2. This can be explained by the
distance from the pile.
Tracing representative particle displacements
demonstrates well that pile penetration is a dynamic
process and shows how the sand has been influenced
during pile penetration.

Fig. 13 Displacements of traced particle
Particles 1, 3 and 4 in (a) X-direction and (b) Z-direction; Particles 1 and 2 in (c) X-direction and (d) Z-direction
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5 Conclusions

In this research, a coupled simulation incorporating the 3D aspect and non-circular particle shapes
has been applied in analyzing the process of pile
penetration from microscopic and macroscopic points
of view, which combines the advantages of both the
discrete and continuum methods and explores the exchange model of interface velocities and contact forces
between the discrete and continuum boundaries.
The main conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. The coupled simulation can significantly improve computational efficiency. The use of the discrete simulation, from which the macro-scale parameters of granular materials can be derived, can
incorporate the discrete nature and particle shapes of
sand, and thus provides a perspective on discerning
the microscopic mechanism of penetration into sands.
The continuum simulation governing the domain
away from the pile efficiently reduces particle
numbers.
2. The coupling of the procedure is achieved by
the exchange of vectors at the boundary. The coupling
model may dynamically reveal the pile penetration
process on a micro-scale providing new insights into
sand behavior. Contact forces at the interface were
obtained from the discrete zone and applied to the
continuum boundaries as nodal forces, while the interface velocities were obtained from the continuum
zone and applied to the discrete boundaries.
3. During pile penetration in sand, particle/
particle and particle/pile contact forces develop with
increasing penetration depth and remain when the pile
tip resistance reaches a limit when S/D equals 0.7; a
high density core exists beneath pile tip point, and
degradation phenomena are localized where the sand
exerts an impact on the pile; at the pile footing point,
the sand becomes loose and dilatancy may occur. This
is in good agreement with results from particle flow
code simulation on a micro-scale.
4. The coupled method may provide a foundation for the further study of the macro-micro mechanisms of soil variation around a pile tip in the course
of penetration.
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